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LIOS BIOIL Colorato
Colored natural oil treatment for wooden ﬂoors

Notes

¤Description
LIOS BIOIL Colorato is a colored natural oil treatment for wooden
ﬂoors with easy application, very durable and soft eﬀect on the
surface. LIOS BIOIL Colorato is available in 20 diﬀerent colors,
miscible together to make a wide range of new colors.

¤Characteristics
Application

buﬃng machine, rubber trowel,
ﬂoor polisher, sponge, cloths

Application temperature

+10°C ÷ +25°C

Thinning (if necessary)

LIOS SOLV

Surface dry time

24/48 h (1)

Total drying time

15-30 days (1)

Coverage

40-60 m²/L (depending of the
sanding)

Storage stability

1 year (2)

Packaging

1L

Tool cleaning

DILUENTE DNE

1
2

An un-even sanding of the wooden ﬂoor causes not
homogeneous absorption of the product.

Cloths, rollers, pads used for the application (even sanding dust),
must be soaked in water immediately after use in order to avoid the
risk of self-ignition.

¤Label elements
· Flammable liquid and vapour.· May be fatal if swallowed and enters
airways.

¤Available Versions
* Larice
* Oliva
* Noce Old
* Noce Classic
* Nero
* Titanium Grey
* Havana

If the surface to be treated is wide, we suggest to pour all the cans
of product into a big one and than proceed with the application.

¤Warnings

at 20°C and 65% R.H.
in original sealed containers at temperatures between +10°C and +25°C

Range of colors :
* Castagno
* Autunno
* Vecchio Rovere
* Fumè
* Super Bianco
* Teak
* Vanilla

In order to prevent future yellowing of the product, we strongly
recommend to follow this cycle LIOS Bioil Bianco / LIOS Bioil Super
Bianco and after 3 days CHIM TABU FD and ECOSTAR 2K (see
technical data sheets).

* Tortora
* Ciliegio
* Grigio
* Bianco
* Wengè
* Stone
* on request

· Repeated exposure may cause skin dryness or cracking.· Contains . May
produce an allergic reaction.
· If medical advice is needed, have product container or label at hand.·
Keep out of reach of children.· Keep away from heat / sparks / open
ﬂames / hot surfaces. No smoking.· Keep container tightly closed.· Wear
protective gloves / protective clothing / eye protection / face protection.·
IF SWALLOWED: Immediately call a POISON CENTER or doctor / physician.·
Dispose your waste in dedicated collection points.
Contents:2-BUTANONO OXIME ; Hydrocarbons, C11-C14, isoalkanes,
cyclics, <2% aromatics; HEAVY HYDRODESULPHURATED NAPHTA
(TURPENTINE SUBSTITUTE); ETHYLBENZENE ;

¤How to use
Shake the product using a stick to have a homogeneous mixture.
LIOS BIOIL Colorato has to be applied to wooden ﬂoors that
have been ﬁlled and sanded with 120 paper grit, than use High
Pro felt disc to make the surface absorbs the product evenly.
Alternatively, ﬁnish the ﬂoor with 150 paper grit. Apply LIOS
BIOIL Colorato on the ﬂoor, working the product in order to help
its penetration into the wood grain.

¤Web link
Be sure to have the latest version of this technical data sheet
downloadable also from the following link:

After 15-20 minuts buﬀ the surface using a buﬃng machine with
a white pad and a cloth to remove the excess of oil and have an
uniform and smooth eﬀect.
For small dimension rooms use a cloth instead a buﬃng machine.
After 24 hours, apply LIOS BALM FISSATIVO, OIL WOOD TRAFFIK,
LIOS NATURAL WAX, LIOS HARD WAX BIOIL, LIOS HARD WAX
BIOIL 3D, OIL WAX PLUS or LIOS HARD WAX BIOIL 90 (see
technical data sheets).

http://www.chimiver.com/tds/EN_LIOS_BIOIL_Colorato.pdf

After 72 hours it is possible to apply ECOSTAR 2K or DUROLACK
MC 50 (see technical data sheets).
These information are given from the best of our knowledge and technical experience. They are of general character and not binding in any way our company. Every single case should
be put to a pratical test by the user who assumes the full responsability of the ﬁnal result of his work.
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